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Abstract —

Although the rate of repair traffic is generally well

controlled in unicast, little attention has been paid to

the rate control over repair traffic in the current lit-

erature of distributed multicast loss recovery. In this

paper we show that rate control over repair traffic in

multicast is necessary for traffic stability and conges-

tion alleviation. We also propose a general method

for controlling the rate of repair traffic in multicast,

which can be used to enhance any of the existing dis-

tributed multicast loss recovery schemes.

I. Introduction

Packet loss recovery is necessary for achieving reliable net-
work communications, while rate control is indispensable to
keep networks in efficient condition. In general, congestion
is the dominant source of packet losses in current networks.
When congestion occurs, packets get lost due to queue over-
flow. The lost packets must be resent for those receivers that
do not receive the lost packets but require reliable data trans-
mission. Meanwhile, rates of flows going through the con-
gested link must also be controlled to alleviate the congestion.
Because of the routing protocols implemented in current net-
works, the repair packets for losses at a congested link usually
need to go through the same link to reach receivers that ex-
perienced the losses. Therefore, the rate of repair traffic also
needs to be controlled properly if high network utilization is
to be maintained.

In unicast, the repair traffic and the original traffic are
usually controlled together by a single scheme. This is possi-
ble because the repair traffic and the original traffic usually
originate from the same source in unicast. In multicast, re-
pair traffic does not necessarily come from the same source as
original traffic does. It has been shown that distributed mul-
ticast loss recovery schemes usually outperform concentrated
schemes in many aspects such as efficiency and recovery la-
tency [1]. In distributed multicast loss recovery schemes such
as [3] [2] [4] [11] [5], each receiver or each agent/server across
the multicast tree plays an active role in loss recovery. In
some schemes, receivers or agents/servers are also potential
repair sources. In this case, the rate control over repair traf-
fic must also be distributed if it is implemented. Existing
distributed multicast loss recovery schemes generally do not
specifically control the rate of the repair traffic generated by
repair sources across the multicast tree (except for avoiding
duplicate repairs). Additionally, almost all existing multicast
congestion control schemes such as [7] [8] also do not consider
the rate control over repair traffic when combined with a dis-
tributed multicast loss recovery scheme to form a complete re-

liable multicast transport protocol. Further, these congestion
control schemes also can not be simply extended to control the
rate of repair traffic. This is because with these schemes the
original multicast traffic is usually specially organized at the
multicast source in assisting rate control, while repair traffic
can hardly be organized in a similar way in distributed loss
recovery.

In this paper we show that in order to alleviate network
congestion and achieve stable throughput for multicast re-
ceivers, a complete multicast transport scheme that combines
congestion control and distributed loss recovery must have
a mechanism to control the rate of repair traffic. We show
that uncontrolled repair traffic may worsen the situation of a
congested link and consequently decrease network utilization.
Furthermore, the congestion control in the combined trans-
port scheme may over-respond and render higher fluctuation
in traffic. We also propose a general and effective mechanism
in controlling repair traffic rate in multicast, which is to con-
trol the submission of repair requests.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We ana-
lyze the issue of rate control over repair traffic in multicast
in Section 2. In section 3 we show some simulation results.
Summaries appear in Section 4.

II. The Issue and The Solution

A The Issue

In general, both rate control and loss recovery need to be
applied to a session when the traffic of the session goes through
some congested links. The goal of the former is to alleviate
congestion, while the latter recovers lost packets for receivers
who require reliable data transmission. So a transport proto-
col usually incorporates both a rate control scheme and a loss
recovery scheme. For example, in TCP lost packets are resent
from the original source and the repair traffic is controlled
together with the original traffic by an AIMD scheme. This
kind of combination of the control over repair traffic with the
control over original traffic generally can be introduced to any
unicast transport protocols, where the repair traffic and the
original traffic usually originate from the same source.

Rate control and loss recovery in multicast are much more
complicated than in unicast. In unicast, there is only a sin-
gle receiver to cater to, while in multicast there are possi-
bly thousands of receivers awaiting data and these receivers
may spread across the earth. Few existing multicast conges-
tion control schemes specifically consider controlling the repair
traffic generated by distributed loss recovery when combined
with a distributed loss recovery scheme. Furthermore, these
schemes usually can not be directly extended to control re-
pair traffic in multicast. This is because with these schemes



the original multicast traffic is usually organized in a special
way to assist rate adjustment, while repair traffic generated
by distributed loss recovery generally can not be organized in
a similar way. In addition, all existing distributed multicast
loss recovery schemes generally do not specifically control the
rate of the repair traffic generated by them across a multicast
tree (except for avoiding redundant repairs). This is possibly
because rate control is usually considered the job of a con-
gestion/flow control scheme but not the job of a loss recovery
scheme. In summary, the rate control over repair traffic gen-
erated by distributed loss recovery is considered neither by
existing multicast loss recovery schemes nor by existing mul-
ticast congestion control schemes.

Without proper rate control over repair traffic, there may
be significant problems if a multicast transport scheme is to
be created by combining one of the existing multicast con-
gestion control schemes and one of the existing distributed
multicast loss recovery schemes. The repair traffic produced
by a distributed loss recovery scheme may be heavy in peri-
ods of severe congestion, because in severe congestion there
are huge losses. Furthermore, existing multicast congestion
control schemes are usually slow in reducing rate. There are
two main reasons for this:

• Pruning in multicast routing is usually slow because of
the IGMP protocol implemented [12], while most multi-
rate multicast congestion control schemes use pruning
to drop layers in reducing traffic rate.

• Most multicast congestion control schemes try to filter
transient congestion for stabilizing traffic, so observa-
tion time is usually considerably long before rate control
is applied to traffic.

With uncontrolled repair traffic and delayed congestion con-
trol over original traffic, congestion at bottlenecks can not go
away fast. The consequence is low network utilization. In
addition, the congestion control over original traffic may over-
respond because of the interference from uncontrolled repair
traffic, so the original traffic may show higher fluctuation in
rate. High traffic fluctuation may be a serious disadvantage
for some applications such as streaming media.

Fig. 1: Issue Analysis

We can further analyze the issue by trying to form a mul-
ticast transport scheme by combining one of the existing mul-

ticast congestion control schemes and one of the existing mul-
ticast loss recovery schemes. For example, let us consider the
scenario of a streaming video multicast on the multicast tree
in Fig. 1. We may choose RLM [7] as the congestion control
scheme and encode the original video (the original traffic, OT )
into M layers . For loss recovery, we only consider protect-
ing some high-priority layers such as layer 1 to layer N , since
streaming video multicast can generally tolerate some losses
and network resources are usually limited. We may choose
SRM [3] as the loss recovery scheme for protecting layer 1 to
layer N . Although SRM is not necessarily an ideal loss recov-
ery scheme for streaming video because of its relatively long
recovery latency, our choice does not weaken our analysis of
the issue. As a matter of fact, with a more responsive loss
recovery scheme, repair traffic will reach the congested link
more quickly, so it is more likely that the congestion will be
worsened by repair traffic. Now we consider what will happen
if the link between Router3 and Router6 (LK36) becomes con-
gested for a period of time. Receiver3 is the receiver that is
located closest and upstream to LK36, so most probably Re-
ceiver3 will be the repair source. In this case, Receiver3 will
generate repair traffic (RT ) that spreads across the multicast
tree and also goes through the already congested link LK36
to reach Receiver4. In general, RLM does not control the rate
of the repair traffic generated by Receiver3, while SRM also
does not specifically control the repair traffic rate. So what
will be the consequence? We can assume that the congestion
event begins at t1 and ends at t2. Some packets then get lost
after t1. Packet losses bring the loss recovery scheme, SRM,
into action. So Receiver4 reports losses to the group and Re-
ceiver3 starts to generate repair traffic some time later. We
can assume that the repair traffic arrives at LK36 at t1 + δ.
Usually δ is small because of the introduction of distributed
loss recovery, which enables local receivers/agents to provide
repair packets. So it is highly possible that t1 + δ is less than
t2:

t1 + δ < t2

Furthermore, it is also highly possible that congestion control
has not been in effect at t1+δ, because δ is small and existing
multicast congestion control schemes such as RLM usually are
slow in reducing traffic rate. In this case, the total traffic rate,
R, at the bottleneck is increased by the repair traffic rate,
RRT . So now the total traffic rate at the bottleneck becomes:

R = ROT + RRT

With a heavier traffic at LK36, the congestion there is wors-
ened. With a worsened congestion, more packets get lost.
With more losses, the repair traffic rate, RRT , becomes higher.
Therefore, R is further increased by RRT . The increased R

worsens the congestion further and causes more losses, which
means heavier repair traffic (higher RRT ) a moment later.
This devastating recursive process repeats until the conges-
tion control scheme succeeds in reducing the rate of the origi-
nal traffic, ROT . Network utilization is reduced in this process
because heavier congestion generally means lower network uti-
lization.

Moreover, because the traffic rate, R, at the bottleneck,
LK36, has been increased recursively by the repair traffic be-
fore the congestion control scheme, RLM, is in effect, RLM
may drop more layers of the original video traffic than neces-
sary. For example, without the interference of repair traffic,
the congestion can be alleviated by dropping m layers. Be-



cause of the recursively increasing repair traffic, it is possible
that another n layers also have to be dropped to alleviate the
congestion, so the number of dropped layers increases from m

to m + n:

m =⇒ m + n

This excessive dropping of layers usually causes higher traf-
fic fluctuation for receivers, in our case, for Receiver4. For
streaming video multicast, higher traffic fluctuation leads to
poorer viewing experience.

In our analysis above we only use a very simple scenario.
In reality the situation may be much worse. There are two
reasons:

• There may be many concurrent congestion events on a
multicast tree, so a congested link may be under the
influence of several repair sources.

• Control traffic of loss recovery schemes and congestion
control schemes may also spread across a multicast tree,
so bottlenecks may also be under the influence of control
traffic.

B The Solution

There are two directions in seeking solutions to the problem
of rate control over repair traffic in multicast. The first one is
to modify the existing multicast congestion control schemes,
while the second one is to modify the existing multicast loss
recovery schemes.

The first direction seems reasonable because rate control is
generally regarded as the responsibility of a congestion/flow
control scheme, but actually it would not be easy to work
out a solution in this direction. Existing single-rate multi-
cast congestion control schemes are usually concentrated, so
it is almost impossible for them to control the distributed re-
pair traffic generated by distributed loss recovery. In existing
multi-rate multicast congestion control schemes, the original
data are usually organized in a special way at a single mul-
ticast source to help receivers adjust their receiving rate dis-
tributedly. With distributed loss recovery, the repair traffic
generally can not be organized in a similar way. Mainly there
are 3 reasons:

• With distributed loss recovery, there may be hundreds
of potential repair sources instead of a single one.

• In some schemes, the repair sources may be unknown
before they actually generate repair traffic with the oc-
currence of losses.

• It can not be predicted which packets will get lost before
losses actually occur.

Therefore, it is almost impossible to organize the repair traffic
generated by distributed loss recovery in a special way.

Although there is a type of multicast loss recovery schemes
with some exceptions, these schemes have their own problems.
With layered FEC loss recovery schemes such as [10] [9], the
multicast source is also the repair source, and the only one.
Additionally, the repair traffic is also organized in a similar
way as the original traffic is organized. Therefore, the rate of
repair traffic and the rate of original traffic can be controlled
in similar ways with these layered FEC schemes. However,
these schemes have a serious problem. Because they also use
branching and pruning in adjusting repair traffic rate, these
schemes are also affected adversely by the pruning delay in

multicast. The pruning delay generally affects traffic rate ad-
justment seriously with these schemes.

The second direction for seeking solutions is to modify ex-
isting multicast loss recovery schemes. Although this direction
is not traditional, it may be a prospective one. The reason is
that a loss recovery scheme has more knowledge about its loss
recovery process than any other independent congestion con-
trol schemes. In a loss recovery scheme, repair traffic sources
can control their repair traffic directly. Additionally, request
sources can also control repair traffic, but indirectly, by con-
trolling the frequency and time of submitting repair requests.
With the latter method, a repair request buffer is required at
each request source. We believe request sources are the better
candidates for controlling the rate of repair traffic. There are
two reasons:

• A request source can retrieve congestion information
from the traffic coming from the bottleneck, while a
repair source does not have the traffic to analyze. So
congestion feedbacks are not needed if request sources
are responsible for controlling the rate of repair traffic.

• If repair sources are responsible for controlling repair
traffic, they have to introduce some delay in responding
to repair requests for adjusting the repair traffic rate.
Without additional procedures, this delay in response
may cause problems for request sources, because in
this case request sources have no way to know whether
their requests or corresponding repairs have been lost in
transmission or the response to their requests has been
intentionally delayed by repair sources.

The key mechanism in controlling the rate of repair traf-
fic at request sources is to control the frequency and time of
submitting repair requests. In almost all existing multicast
loss recovery schemes, repair requests are sent as soon as pos-
sible after losses have been detected (for some other reasons
such as filtering out redundant requests but not for control-
ling the rate of repair traffic, repair requests may be inten-
tionally delayed). On one hand, the quick response to losses
may reduce recovery latency. But on the other hand, uncon-
trolled quick response to losses may worsen the situation of
the congested link during periods of severe congestion. When
a receiver detects huge losses, it is highly possible that severe
congestion is going on somewhere along the path reaching the
receiver. If the receiver sends repair requests immediately,
the heavy repair traffic may arrive at the congested link be-
fore the congestion has been eased by the congestion control
scheme. With this observation, some control over the send-
ing of repair requests can help in decreasing the interference
from repair traffic on the congested link. The mechanism is to
buffer repair requests and send them out only after congestion
has been eased. In fact, the rate of repair requests should be
low when the rate of losses is high, since heavy losses usually
mean severe congestion.

We can take a look at the example in the subsection above.
If the submission of repair requests is properly controlled, Re-
ceiver4 will hold the requests when the congestion is still severe
(sensed with heavy losses). Only after the congestion control
scheme has been in effect and the congestion at LK36 has been
alleviated, Receiver4 starts to send out repair requests. In this
way, the total traffic rate, R, at LK36 will not devastatingly
increase during congestion. Instead, the rate will decrease af-
ter the congestion control has been in effect. When the repair



traffic, RT , from Receiver3 arrives, the rate of the original
traffic, ROT , has already been properly reduced. Therefore,
the congestion at LK36 is effectively controlled.

One thing worth mentioning is that in some applications
such as streaming media, a repair packet will be useful only
if it arrives at a receiver within a time range. Although this
requirement on recovery latency seems contradictory to the
proposed mechanism of delaying repair requests, it is not, ac-
tually. If request sources do not pay attention to the current
condition of congestion and send out repair requests as soon
as possible to reduce recovery latency, as introduced above,
the congestion that causes the losses may be worsened. With
worsened congestion, queuing delay will increase and more
packets, including repair packets, will get lost. Therefore, in
this case, not only is the goal of reducing recovery latency
not achieved, but the quality of the communication is further
degraded.

In summary, rate control of repair traffic in multicast is
a special issue. Because of the introduction of distributed
loss recovery in multicast, repair traffic may originate from
hundreds or thousands of potential sources. So rate control
of repair traffic in this case should also be distributed. Ex-
isting multicast loss recovery schemes and congestion control
schemes usually do not specifically control the rate of repair
traffic if distributed loss recovery is used. We analyzed above
that uncontrolled repair traffic in multicast may worsen con-
gested links and consequently cause lower network utilization
and higher fluctuation in traffic. We also showed that to mod-
ify existing loss recovery schemes is a good direction. Specifi-
cally, to control the submission of repair requests is a general
and feasible method. In next section we use simulations to
support our analysis.

III. Simulation Results

In this section we use simulations to further illustrate the is-
sue of rate control over repair traffic in multicast. The stream-
ing video multicast example introduced in the last section is
used in our simulations, but the network topology is simpli-
fied here to only keep the parts related to our analysis. The
simplified topology is shown in Fig. 2.

In our simulations, the original multicast source S has 9
layers of video data and each layer has a rate of 64kb/s. The
lowest 2 layers, layer 1 and layer 2, are protected from losses by
SRM. As indicated before, although SRM is not necessarily an
ideal candidate for our scenario for its relatively long recovery
latency, the choice of it does not weaken our analysis, because
a more responsive loss recovery scheme will let repair traffic
arrive at the congested link faster and worsen the congestion
with higher possibility. The protection of two layers also does
not weaken our analysis, because to protect more layers means
heavier repair traffic and therefore heavier interference. The
bottleneck between Router2 and Router3 is set to a capacity
of 6 layers: 384kbs. To generate a period of congestion at the
bottleneck, a UDP session from S to R3 starts at the 150th
second of the simulation and stops at the 180th second. In
addition, the UDP session has a constant rate of 120kb/s.

For comparison, first we conducted a simulation in which no
loss recovery is applied to any layer of the data. The number of
layers at R3 is shown in Fig. 3. The number of layers climbs
to 6 first. Then after the UDP session starts at the 150th
second, it drops to 5. The number of layers finally recovers to
6 some time later after the UDP session stops. So in this case
the number of layers at R3 is relatively stable.

Fig. 2: The Network Topology for Simulations

Then we did a simulation in which SRM protects the 2
lowest layers. Fig. 4 gives the result. If we compare this figure
with Fig. 3, we can find that the number of layers becomes
much more unstable when loss recovery is applied to the lowest
2 layers. Even before the UDP session starts, the number of
layers alternates between 6 and 5. This is because the join-
experiments of RLM and the control messages of SRM can
also cause losses. During the period when the UDP session
is alive, the number of layers even drops to 4 and stay there
for some time. This shows that the repair traffic generated
by SRM for the lowest 2 layers worsens the congestion at the
bottleneck and forces RLM to over-respond and drop another
layer.

We also conducted a simulation in which repair requests are
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held to a point of time when congestion has been eased. The
result is shown in Fig. 5. When comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 4,
we can find that the number of layers is much stabler when the
repair requests are delayed. Furthermore, the number of layers
never drops to 4 in Fig. 5. This means the interference at the
bottleneck from repair traffic is lowered and over-response of
congestion control disappears.

IV. Summary

In this paper we showed that rate control over repair traf-
fic in multicast is necessary for improving the performance of
a multicast transport scheme where distributed loss recovery
is adopted, although generally existing multicast congestion
control schemes and multicast loss recovery schemes do not
specifically control the rate of the repair traffic generated by
distributed loss recovery. We showed that if there is no appro-
priate control over repair traffic rate, network utilization may
be lowered and traffic may have higher fluctuation. Higher
traffic fluctuation means poorer experience for some applica-
tion users such as streaming media users. In our paper we
also showed that to modify the existing multicast loss recov-

ery schemes to enable them to control the rate of repair traffic
is a good direction. One of the specific methods is to control
the submission of repair requests.
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